All Current selects Siemens controls for UL-listed enclosed soft starters

Houston – Sept. 22, 2020 – All Current Electrical Sales announced that it has selected Siemens controls for its new UL-listed enclosed soft starters. Featuring Siemens SIRIUS 3RW52 and 3RW55 soft starters, All Current provides custom UL508a-listed enclosure configurations to meet a wide variety of motor control applications for quick delivery. This enables customers to easily select a soft starter configuration already tested and installed into an enclosure to meet their requirements rather than taking additional time to purchase all components individually and assemble it themselves, or separately contract a panel builder to complete the system.

“Teaming up with Siemens to provide quick ship UL-listed enclosed soft starters is a true game changer to the industrial controls marketplace,” said Prescott Van Buskirk, SVP – Sales & Marketing for All Current. “Utilizing a trusted product in the 3RW52 and 55 series from Siemens allows our channel partners to provide a ready to install system and with a brand name they trust, while adding customization to meet the end customers’ specifications and delivery needs.”

Standard available enclosed soft starter systems are available from 20 to 400 HP, with HOA (Hand-Off-Auto) selector switch and pilot lights included. In addition, Siemens 3VA breakers for motor circuit protection can be installed within a choice of NEMA enclosure ratings including Type 1, 3R, 4/4X and 12, all with UL508a certification. Custom options include external bypass contactor, Siemens HMI interface, additional external relay interfaces, and more.

In a recent example of its quick ship and custom capabilities, All Current was able to provide a custom enclosed solution in less than one week. “We had a valued industrial channel partner in desperate need of an enclosed 300HP soft starter in a custom Nema 4x stainless enclosure with a one-week turnaround,” recalled Sam Bailey, National Sales Manager at All Current. “Our team was able to fabricate the custom box and install a 3RW52 Siemens soft starter with other customizations in less than one week to get the plant back up and running.”

As a long-time Siemens Synergy Panel Builder partner, All Current is in the final stages of achieving Siemens Solutions partner status, one of only a few in the country for MCCs and Industrial Controls.

About All Current Electrical Sales
All Current Electrical Sales sells exclusively to wholesale electrical distributors. It is headquartered in Moorestown, N.J., and operates eight shipping locations across the U.S. With four UL panel shops, it serves as a quick ship partner, serving the Siemens distribution network and other reseller channels. For more information about the company, visit www.allcurrent.com.

About Siemens
Siemens Smart Infrastructure (Si) is shaping the market for intelligent, adaptive infrastructure for today and the future. It addresses the pressing challenges of urbanization and climate change by connecting energy systems, buildings and industries. Si provides customers with a comprehensive end-to-end portfolio from a single source – with
products, systems, solutions and services from the point of power generation all the way to consumption. With an increasingly digitalized ecosystem, it helps customers thrive and communities progress while contributing toward protecting the planet. SI creates environments that care. With around 72,000 employees worldwide, Siemens Smart Infrastructure has its global headquarters in Zug, Switzerland, and its U.S. corporate headquarters in Buffalo Grove, Illinois, USA.

**Siemens Corporation** is a U.S. subsidiary of Siemens AG, a global powerhouse focusing on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. Through the separately managed company Siemens Mobility, a leading supplier of smart mobility solutions for rail and road transport, Siemens is shaping the world market for passenger and freight services. Due to its majority stakes in the publicly listed companies Siemens Healthineers AG and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, Siemens is also a world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital healthcare services as well as environmentally friendly solutions for onshore and offshore wind power generation. For more than 160 years, the company has innovated and invented technologies to support American industry spanning manufacturing, energy, healthcare and infrastructure. In fiscal 2019, Siemens USA reported revenue of $26.5 billion, including $1.23 billion in exports, and employs approximately 50,000 people throughout all 50 states and Puerto Rico.
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